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Durham Planning Commission Members Written Comments – August 11, 2015 
 

RTP Comp Plan Text Amendment (A1500007) 
 

Gibbs: I approve and support this amendment. 
Harris: Voted yes. 
Huff: Research Triangle Foundation presents a very exciting prospect for a new kind of development in 
the Park. The reason I voted against the proposals here is not because the ideas presented are bad but 
rather because the zoning district as written does not reflect these ideas. Rather the zoning creates a 
type of free-for-all district that would seem to fly in the face of the very ideas it is supposed to support. 
It may be reasonable to trust the Foundation to create the district as they have proposed it but trust 
them is what we must do because there will be nothing to prevent them from doing very much 
otherwise. As a zoning district that applies elsewhere than RTP, it could be utilized to create competing 
dense urban-ish centers in the Suburban Tier. Let’s look at the intent and how it is realized or not in the 
zoning. 
At a meeting with RTF and again tonight we were told that the plan for the urban center was to create a 
point of destination for pedestrians, cyclists, people traveling by public transportation and automobile. 
It plans to create housing for those workers in the park of more modest means so they do not have to 
commute from afar.  It plans to be a mixed-use district with a residential component though it has 
chosen to be part of the Non-residential Development Tier. I am unclear as to why it wasn’t created as a 
Design District. 
The following trouble me: 
1. Setbacks, street yards and the like seem to apply only between structures within the district and 
those without.? There appear to be no rules regarding these same relationships WITHIN the District. Is 
that good? 
Example: 
 5.3.4 Commercial Use Standards 
 N. Hotels, Motels, and Extended Stay Residences 
 9. (County Only) Within the SRP-C District, the standards in paragraphs 1-5 shall  apply unless 
modified as follows: 
 a. Paragraph 1 shall not apply unless the access is through or adjacent to a residential district or 
use not located within the SRP-C District. 
 b. The requirements in paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 shall apply only if a hotel, motel, or 
 extended stay residence is adjacent to a residential district or use not located within the SRP-C 
District. 
 c. A six-foot-high masonry wall shall be provided along the entire property line between any 
outdoor recreation facility or vehicular use area and an adjacent 
 6.10.1B.4.b Nonresidential District Development Intensity 
 (6) Buildings with frontage along a public right-of-way shall have a maximum podium height 
equal to the width of the right-of-way. Additional height is permitted with upper story step-backs, as 
measured from the right-of-way line; where x feet of step-back allows 2x feet of additional height. 
 
The right of way on HWY 54 is 190 ft. The setback as stated in the chart is 20’ so we could have a 190’ 
building fronting HWY 54 with only a 20’ setback. If you look at the overview of their prospective design 
you will see the building tucked up next to the street (with no sidewalk) so this definitely is intentional. Is 
a 19 story building 20 ft off of Hwy 54 what we want?I believe the text should preclude this. 
 



 

 

2. Residential density standards are set very high and density bonuses for Affordable Housing are 
eliminated. Please look at the table in the text amendment and notice (I can’t copy it into this 
document). 
 6.10.2B.1 
 CI, CN, OI, CG all have footnotes attached relating to density bonuses 
 1) Density can be increased through use of the Sec. 6.6, Affordable Housing   
 Density Bonus.  
 2) Density can be increased through use of the options available under paragraph   
 6.4.3, Residential Density.  
 3) For multifamily development, density can be increased through use of    
 paragraph 6.3.3B, RS-M District Major Roadway Density Bonus. 
 SRP-C 
 4) Density in the SRP-C District can be calculated based upon the gross area of  the contiguous 
district, including areas typically precluded from consideration for density in Article 8, Environmental 
Protection 
 
SPR-C is given a 20 units per acre density limit and there is no mention of Affordable Housing. 
Furthermore that density limit is calculated as stated on the whole acreage not just the plat where the 
housing might occur. On 25 acres that would mean 500 possible residences where not one of them is 
required to be affordable. 
 
None of this conforms to what we have learned are the incentives for developers to build affordable 
housing. Commissioner Winders was correct when she stated that the way to go about this would be to 
make the base number of units less and then apply the bonuses. This could still be written into the text. I 
believe to leave this out is a huge missed opportunity. 
 
3. Bicycle, Pedestrian, Trails  
 
Despite the applicant’s stated intent to provide a multi-modal transportation node there is no hard 
commitment in the zoning to Complete Streets. And despite its system of trails everyone admits the 
Park is not all that friendly to modes of transportation other than the car. To start out this new district 
has no sidewalk commitment to its border along HWY 54 and the RTP Pedestrian Plan precludes it. This 
means bike/ped connection to the existing RTP trail from the District will be problematic. Commuting by 
bike to points north on Alexander would be unpleasant and I certainly do not see people walking to this 
destination from points north on either Alexander or Davis. The hope I am sure is that people would 
disembark from trains or busses though we don’t know where the stations or stops would be. We have 
no commitment to create a shuttle system within the park. 
 
Nowhere in the plans for this new district are trails mentioned that are slated to be built with in the Park 
and listed on the Durham Trails and Greenways Master Plan, e.g., North Prong Creek Trail, Northeast 
Creek Trail, Burdens Creek Trail, Piney Woods Trail. There is no commitment to creating any of these 
trails though their existence would considerably enhance the walkability of the area. Multi modal 
connectivity issues need to be better addressed in the text amendment. RTF needs to commit to 
Complete Streets. 
 
4. The new zoning doesn’t just apply to RTP or Treyburn. It applies anywhere in the Suburban Tier where 
SRP zoning can be obtained and it can be applied in deleterious ways. 
 



 

 

 6.10.1.B.4.a 
 4. (County Only) SRP-C District 
 a. Establishment of the District 
 A minimum of 25 contiguous acres shall be required for an initial    
 establishment of the zoning for the SRP-C District, and at least 75% of the  
 district’s perimeter must be adjacent to property zoned SRP. Additions  shall be contiguous to 
the existing SRP-C District and may be made in  increments of any size so long as the 75% perimeter 
minimum for the entire zoning area is maintained. 
 
Some minimum acreage for the surrounding SRP District should be established otherwise the following 
can happen. A developer can purchase a relatively small piece of property, here shown as 36 acres. The 
developer can then seek SRP zoning for that 36 acres. Achieving this, the developer can rezone 25 acres 
of the 36 acres to SRP-C because those 25 acres can be situated such that 75% of the perimeter is 
surrounded by SRP zoning. This would allow intensive development (500 residential units or a 300 ft. tall 
building) anywhere in the Suburban Tier where such a relationship between zonings could be 
accommodated. Even in Treyburn this could be messy. See graphic below. 
 

 
 
 
Miller: The Board of County Commissioners should reject all three of these items until significant and 
necessary changes are made to the proposed regulations intended to govern development in the new 
SRP-C zoning district. I oppose the creation of the new Science Research Park – Center zoning district as 
it is currently proposed in TC1400006.  I have a number of general concerns and I have suggestions to 
improve the proposed district.  None of my suggestions would prevent the RTP Foundation from 



 

 

developing the Park Center project they envision and have described.  They would, however, prevent 
unintended consequence which I believe will flow if this highly permissive zoning district is included in 
Durham’s UDO.  My concerns and suggestions are: 
 
1)            Not Restricted to the RTP and Treyburn - If created as proposed, the district would be, by far, 
the most permissible zoning district contemplated in the UDO.  Other than prohibiting drive-through 
commercial facilities, adult entertainment businesses, mobile homes, single family houses, industrial 
uses, and drive-in movie theatres, almost everything else would be allowed – and allowed with 
substantially fewer restrictions and controls than in the UDO districts expressly established for such 
uses.  Although it is designed to serve the Research Triangle Park, the new district could go anywhere in 
the county’s zoning jurisdiction as long as 75% of its borders adjoin the SRP zoning district.  This is not a 
significant control inasmuch as new SRP districts can be created simultaneously with new SRP-C 
districts.  If an applicant for rezoning can assemble a tract of as few as 40 acres, he can apply for SRP-C 
zoning for 25 of those acres and devote the rest to a fringe of SRP sufficient to satisfy the boundary 75% 
requirement..  The possibility that such super-high intensity use districts might be created anywhere in 
the large county zoning jurisdiction seems wholly inconsistent with our comprehensive plan’s scheme of 
regulating development in concentric tiers of decreasing intensity radiating out from the 
downtown.  More controls are required to guide where this new district might be allowed. 
 
                a)            To better wed SRP-C districts to the research uses they are intended to serve, the 
proposed regulations should require that an RSP-C district can be no larger than   one-third the acreage 
of the supporting RSP district and in no event larger than 100 acres in size. 
 
                b)            The regulations should make it clear that the property contiguously zoned SRP 
adjoining an SRP-C district may justify only that one SRP-C district. 
 
                c)            The regulations should impose a four-mile separation between SRP-C districts. 
 
2)            Not a Mixed-use District - The district is not a mixed-use district and should not be 
characterized as such.  While a mixture of uses is allowed, no mixture is required.  The principal 
characteristic of mixed used zoning is that a mixture of two or more uses is required.  As proposed, the 
SRP-C district could be developed into a just a retail shopping center with considerably fewer 
development restrictions and guidelines that the CG or CC regulations require.  Or, it could be developed 
into a super-dense multifamily project with fewer regulatory controls than the PDR, RU-M, RS-M, or DD 
districts would impose.  To prevent the extremely liberal regulations of the SRP-C district from attracting 
developers whose projects should be regulated by zoning district regulations more suited to their 
projects and purposes, the SRP-C regulations should require a mixture of educational or research, office, 
and residential uses and that the mixture of these core uses make up not less than 50% of the project. 
 
3)            Not a Science Research District - Although the new district is to be called the “Science Research 
Park – Center District\,” this is a misnomer inasmuch as science, educational, and research uses are not 
required and the breadth of uses that would be allowed means that in all probability, the district will be 
used for highly concentrated residential and commercial uses instead of science, research, or 
educational uses.   
 
                a)            The SRP-C regulations should require a minimum amount of science-related, 
educational, or educational uses. 
 



 

 

                b)            The SRP-C regulations should require vehicular and bicycle/pedestrian connectivity 
with neighboring SRP uses. 
 
4)            No Development Plan Required - As proposed, the new district contains fewer regulatory 
controls to ensure its fitness for its site or its compatibility with neighboring districts and uses than any 
other district in the UDO.  Where such controls are contemplated, they are almost always weaker than 
the controls set up for the same uses in other districts. Height controls are essentially waived.  Lighting 
standards are substantially reduced. Residential density calculations are substantially liberalized and 
internal street, side, and rear yard requirements are eliminated.  Tree coverage and open space rules 
are liberalized.  Even though buildings in an SRP-C district may be the tallest in the county, buffer 
requirements against neighboring residential uses are no greater than those set out for the GC, General 
Commercial, zoning district.   
 
                a)            To provide some control on how each SRP-C district performs where it is sited, a 
development plan must be required so that elected officials and the community   will have some means 
of control.  Without a development plan, the decision to apply SRP-C zoning to a given site will be 
tantamount to an abdication of development regulatory control to the landowner. 
 
b)            Internal building heights over a certain height must be controlled either legislatively through 
the development plan process or quasi-judicially through the use permit process.  The SRP regulations 
allow buildings to be 120 ft. in height by right.  With a use permit, up to 145 additional feet may be 
added.  This should be the base-line in SRP-C districts unless the development plan for the district 
provides for taller or lower buildings. 
 
                c)            SRP-C districts should not adjoin R districts without significantly wider buffer 
requirements. 
 
5)            Table of Uses as Proposed is Often Misleading – Under the SRP-C regulations as they are 
proposed, uses permitted in the district are indicated with an “L.”  Under ordinary circumstances, the 
presence of an “L” in the table means that the use is allowed on a more limited basis than ordinary by-
right permission.  In the case of the SRP-C district, however, the “L” often does not indicate limited 
permission, but that the use in question is allowed with fewer regulatory constraints.  Where the 
constraints imposed for a use in SRP-C are less than the typical by-right requirement, the table should 
indicate that the use is allowed with a “P.”  If it is necessary to indicate that more permissive regulations 
obtain when the use is in SRP-C, then a footnote to that effect should be added. 
 
More Work Needed 
 
                It is not my purpose to frustrate the proposed improvements to the Research Triangle 
Park.  The idea of creating a showcase park center is a good one.  My concerns are that the proposed 
change to the UDO overdoes it.  I believe that if the propose SRP-C regulations are modified as I have 
suggested in these comments, plans for the new RTP center will proceed substantially unhindered 
without creating a zoning district which could have severe unintended consequences when it is sought 
for property elsewhere in the county.  The SRP-C text amendment, TC1400006, the RTP Comprehensive 
Plan Amendment, A150007, and the RTF rezoning, case Z1500018, should all be postponed to allow the 
Research Triangle Foundation time to improve the text amendment and to prepare a development plan 
for the SRP-C district contemplated in Z1500018. 
 



 

 

Riley: Yes. 
Whitley: I vote to support. 
Winders: I vote to recommend denial because affordability, mixed income, social diversity concerns 
should be addressed in the summary of issues, #5, Policy 2.2.2.2i applicant stated in presentation that 
they were planning a district that would serve park employees at all income levels, but no mention of 
affordability was made in text change.   

 

 


